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“Your Data” What Google Takes

Location Collection: Shooting Range



“Your Data”

Location Collection: Planned Parenthood

What Google Takes



Location Collection: Child Under 13

“Your Data”

What Google Takes



3 minutes

37,262 motion sensor 
readings

778 barometer readings

154 location readings

Sunday Morning

5

February 21 2021, 11:30 AM



Reality: Digital Tithing



November 

2022

* IP addresses assigned by ISPs or 

Wireless Carriers to subscribers’ 

devices. The address groups vary 

geographically; IP addresses can be 

used to estimate a device’s location.



Some Data Remains Hidden



Google 
collects data when you use 
third-party apps on 
Android.



Using a fitness app?



Your run, Google’s data …

Location and Activity readings (598!) taken by Google while using RunKeeper



Google collects Bing search queries. 
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Search

Traffic at 
Time of Search



Google: Making Taking Copies
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What about the iPhone?



What the Consumer Gets from Google

iPhone

Android



What Google Takes from the Consumer

iPhone

Android



Google 
tries to replicate its data 
collection on the iPhone.



iPhone with Google Apps



What about Apple’s collection?

Data Going to Apple Data Coming from Apple



Google 
does not give consumers 
control. 



Google Ads in Axios AM Newsletter from 4- September 2019 (left) and 22-November 2019 (right)

Google claims consumer is in control.
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Change Settings? Google Collects Data
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Actual data sent to Google from an Android smartphone 

with all activity controls “paused.” 

Latitude + Longitude

Wi-Fi Information

Cell Tower Information



Test: Phone Without Google Account
1 2 3 4
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Result: Google tracks your location.
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Location and Environment Data

from the “loc/m/api” and 

“glm/mmap” services

Actual data sent to Google from an Android smartphone

configured without a Google account. 

User Identifying Information



Test: No Account, Location Services Off
3 41 2

+
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Result: Google tracks your location.

Actual data sent to Google from an Android smartphone configured 

without a Google account and all device location services disabled. 

Location and Environment Data

from the “loc/m/api” and 

“glm/mmap” services

User Identifying Information
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Data linked to you is not anonymous.

Unique Identifiers

Location Information

Actual data sent to Google from an Android smartphone

with all activity controls “paused.” 



Test: Location History + Wi-Fi Scanning

An Android phone was configured to disable Wi-Fi Scanning 

and pause Location history. All other Android device- and 

Google Account-level settings remained enabled. 



Result: SSIDs and MACs Aplenty

Location and Wi-Fi 

scanning data 

collected and 

associated with a 

user’s unique 

Android ID, even 

when Location 

History is paused 

and Wi-Fi scanning 

is Off. 



What about the data you “auto-delete”?

https://safety.google/privacy/privacy-controls/ and https://policies.google.com/technologies/retention
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Retained data is the opposite of deleted data.

“When you delete data, we follow a 

deletion policy to make sure that your 

data is safely and completely 

removed from our servers or retained 

only in anonymized form.”

https://safety.google/privacy/privacy-controls/
https://policies.google.com/technologies/retention


Anonymous data? Not really ... 
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Wake Up

Leave Home

Arrive Work

Leave Work

Arrive Home Go to Sleep



I can opt-out...
Right?



Screenshots of the 14 steps to opt-out from a smartphone running Android 12.0



Test: Turn it all off! 3 4

1 2

+
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Result: Your settings don’t matter.
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“… Google’s ad products may receive or infer 

information about a user’s location from a variety of 

sources. For example, Google may use a user’s IP 

address to identify their general location; receive 

precise location from a mobile device; or infer a 

user’s location from search queries. In addition, 

websites or apps a user is using may send 

information about their location to us. Google uses 

location information in our ads products to infer 

demographic information, to improve the relevance 

of the ads users see, to measure ad performance, 

and to report aggregate statistics to advertisers. ”

https://www.blumenthal.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/05.11.2018%20-%20FTC%20-%20Google%20Location%20History.pdf (Attachment 2, Page 5, Paragraph 3) 

Susan Molinari

Vice President, Public Policy and 

Government Relations Americas

Google

https://www.blumenthal.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/05.11.2018%20-%20FTC%20-%20Google%20Location%20History.pdf


They really don’t matter.
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“The documents also detail a Google tool called “IPGeo” 

which, according to a 2009 presentation obtained by the 

attorney general, is designed to “predict users’ locations 

from their IP addresses by improving ways of exploiting 

available data, and to provide this knowledge to all 

Google products.”

““…the level of accuracy of our IP Geo system is far 

beyond anything achievable based solely on the location 

information inherent in IP Addresses. I believe that we 

are deceiving users by telling them they can turn off 

location and then spending millions of dollars to infer 

their location through other means…””

https://www.azmirror.com/2022/09/09/google-court-docs-show-that-users-who-opt-out-of-tracking-are-still-monitored/



“incredibly confidential”
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https://www.azmirror.com/2022/09/09/google-court-docs-show-that-users-who-opt-out-of-tracking-are-still-monitored/

“The attorney general’s office also found a 

confidentiality notice attached to the presentation 

about the tool. ”

“You have no idea how incredibly 

confidential this one is,” the notice said. 

“My my, is this confidential. I kid you not. 

Imagine an article titled ‘Google knows 

where you live, because it spies on you’ in 

the NYT. You’ve been warned.”



Testing 
Account Settings and Ad 
Targeting



Google Monetizes Sensitive Topics 

• “Alzheimer’s Disease”

• “Sexually Transmitted Diseases”

• “Drug and Alcohol Treatment”

• “Depression”

• “Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 

Transgender”

• “Arabs and Middle Easterners”

• “Disabled and Special Needs”

• “Places of Worship”

• “Discrimination and Identity Relations”

• “Immigration Policy and Border 

Issues”

• “Unions and Labor Movement”

Sources: https://trends.builtwith.com/analytics/Google-Analytics
https://digitalcontentnext.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/DCN-Google-Data-Collection-Paper.pdf

Google Analytics is used by ~75% of the top 

100,000 most visited websites.

DoubleClick cookies are associated 

with more than 1.6 million websites. 

https://trends.builtwith.com/analytics/Google-Analytics
https://digitalcontentnext.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/DCN-Google-Data-Collection-Paper.pdf


Ads Personalization Off

Device Running Android 12

User and Ad IDs

Location at Time of Search



Does Google Respect Your Choice?

Our Google Ads Campaign





One in a Million (or 965,872)

Device Running Android 12 with 
History and Ad Settings Paused / Off



What about (the) Children?



Android Setup for a Child



Google continues to collect data … 

Device Location

29460 Sensor Readings



Tracking Children
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Arrive School

Commute Home

Extra Curriculars

Arrive Home





What else can we observe?



Live Monitoring of Search Traffic

Device Location Transmitted with Keyboard Use

tal

Google Autocomplete



Claim: Incognito mode is private.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/07/opinion/google-sundar-pichai-privacy.html and https://safety.google/privacy/privacy-controls/
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Google Chrome Google Maps

“We recently brought Incognito 

mode, the popular feature in 

Chrome that lets you browse 

the web without linking any 

activity to you, to YouTube.”

Sundar Pichai

Google CEO

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/07/opinion/google-sundar-pichai-privacy.html
https://safety.google/privacy/privacy-controls/


Reality: Google tracks your location.
Google Maps

Incognito Session 
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WiFi Information

Cell Tower Information

Latitude + Longitude

Actual data sent to Google from an Android smartphone 

running Google Maps in Incognito Mode



Reality: “Incognito” data used for ads.
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Google Tracking Cookie 

in Chrome Browser
Incognito Session

1

2

Same Incognito Session

With Targeted Ad

3



Incognito Mode = Illusion of Privacy
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https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/BrownetalvGoogleLLCetalDocketNo520cv03664NDCalJun022020CourtDocke?1591132864

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/BrownetalvGoogleLLCetalDocketNo520cv03664NDCalJun022020CourtDocke?1591132864


August 2020: New “feature” 

Source: https://www.theverge.com/2020/8/11/21362370/android-earthquake-detection-seismometer-epicenter-shakealert-google
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https://www.theverge.com/2020/8/11/21362370/android-earthquake-detection-seismometer-epicenter-shakealert-google


Claim: Collection started in August 2020
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Reality: Collection from October 2019
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Inspect source code 

(decompile)

Actual code assembling file of 

sensor data for transmission to Google



Sensor recordings without notice. 
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January 2020

February 2020

March 2020

April 2020

July 2020

May 2020

August 2020

June 2020

Sensors capture up to 100

readings per second.



Claim: Data collection is opt-in.
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“Stogaitis says that the information collected as 

part of this program is “de-identified” from users 

and that Google only needs “coarse” location 

information for it to work. Both the earthquake 

alerts and the detection system are opt-in, as well. 

“What we really need for this is just these little 

mini seismometers that are out there,” Stogaitis 

says. “We don’t need to know anything about the 

person itself that’s sending it because that doesn’t 

matter.””



Reality: No choice
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Device Sensor Readings

Source: https://vpn.fob1015.com/ic_menu?convid=356479

Location Readings 

Device without

Earthquake Alert

Setting

User disables 

Location

History

Opt–in: to choose to do or 

be involved in something

https://vpn.fob1015.com/ic_menu?convid=356479


Even now, consumers do not opt-in.
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Android 10 Default Location 

Settings



Fine Print: Only opt-out of alerts.

Interface only Disables Alerts, not Data Collection



This is not a choice.
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Source: https://support.google.com/android/answer/9319337?p=android_earthquakealerts and https://support.google.com/android/answer/3467281#location_accuracy

https://support.google.com/android/answer/9319337?p=android_earthquakealerts
https://support.google.com/android/answer/3467281

